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Readers, I must apologize. I have been avoiding this review. After Issue 6, I had hope for Fight Club 2. After issue 7, I didn’t

want to write another review. After Issue 8, I didn’t want to keep reading. After reading both issue 9 and 10 at the same

time, I sat around on my feelings about it for a while, simply annoyed.

 

I’ve expressed before how dearly I love Mr. Palahniuk’s writing. He could write absolute trash for the rest of his career and I

would still sign over my paycheck at the opportunity to spend time talking about life with the man. His mind fascinates me.

This review is part of a series. If you haven’t already, check out my review of the previous issue here (/fight-club-2-6.html).
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Fight Club, the first book, was a capstone piece to me that is a lovely demonstration of the workings of his mind and the art

in how he crafts prose When friends have already seen the movie, I suggest reading Choke for the same experience.  Never,

will I ever, recommend Fight Club 2. In fact, when asked about it my running response has been, “pretend it doesn’t exist.”

 

Hear me out. (Well, read me out, I suppose.) I’m not just cranky that the story isn’t as mind-bendingly wild as the original

was. I’m not upset that my beloved characters changed. These are things that are expected with a sequel. He couldn’t have

continued the original Fight Club story line in the same manner with what happened at the end of the first book; it would

have never worked. Creative liberties were necessary, and maybe I hated some of them at first but I understand. I get it.

 

What I don’t understand, and what I feel deeply cheated by, is how he ended the story. It was possible for a good story to

be built on the foundation of cutting the meds the narrator needs to suppress Tyler. It was possible to do this in comic form.

Palahniuk didn’t go that rout though. Can I blame him? I’m back and forth about that right now. Spoiler time! Stop reading

now if for some reason you want to experience the pain yourself. 

 Palahniuk knew we’d hate it. He knew we would complain, and post online, and moan about how he ruined Fight Club. He

went full Meta, took the comic outside of the Fight Club story, and gave us panels of his ‘write club’ trying to piece this thing

together. A mob of angry folks (like myself) gathered outside his door complaining about the lame ending. He then leads

the group to an ending that exists only to shut them up and make them happy, where they get to participate, and then he

shoots himself in the head and it’s over. Symbolically, literally, the whole Fight Club 2 nightmare is over.

 

On that final page I felt cheated. Palahniuk was offered the chance to make a comic book and loved the idea, writing in a

form where image and story work in tandem. I know he loved the idea because he told me himself when I saw him on the

Fight Club 2 book tour. Here’s my speculation: No one wanted a sequel to fight club. The publishers though, knew it already

had a huge cult following so they pushed for it. Palahniuk said ok, let’s see what we can do with it, and created this meta

mess that on the surface is the “ultra-shocking-totally-crazy Chuck Palahniuk brand” of wow did he really just do that! Tyler

Durden created ISIS to destroy the world and saved only the best art to start over from scratch with? Wow! Just like he

mumbled about in the movie but more badass and real! But beneath that is a message of, guys, look at what I’m working



with here, did any of you even read the original book?

 

I feel cheated by his publicist. Or publisher. Manager. Whoever pushed this to happen and took a writer who creates great

satire, fantastic story lines, and dark strangely relatable characters that make us think deep about our own moral

ambiguities and faults, and made him reboot an old piece of art for a quick cash grab, whoever did that cheated us. Chuck

Palahniuk is a brilliant writer; go read the latest novel Beautiful You cover to cover and see what I mean. He comes up with

absurd stories that hide a greater truth and then hits you with the realization at the perfect moment. Fight Club 2 was

painfully Meta in doing this because it was the only way he could. At least that’s what I hope. 

 I feel like an 8th grade teacher telling a bright yet troubled student’s friends that I know he can do better if they just

convince him it's the cool thing to do. I’ve seen him do better and I don’t know what inspired this mess but I’m going to do

my best to look the other way because the majority of his other work is solid. Fight Club 2 is the epitome of and physical

manifestation of everything the original Fight Club mocked. 

What’s that one quote; die a great philosopher or live long enough to discredit your own beloved musings? Something like

that. 


